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Our contributor, Elton 
Noronha has once again 
delivered a gem of an article. 
This time he delves into the 
complex world of staging 
& infrastructure for live 
events in India, and how the 
pandemic has galvanized 
the industry’s tenacious 
resilience to survive and 
thrive. As pointed out by 
Elton, the lowest common 

denominator in assertively delivering a superlative 
event experience is Staging & Infrastructure. Ironically 
enough though, staging & infrastructure is rarely, 
if ever, cited as a key point of glory when boasting 
of an event’s success. It is estimated that staging 
and infrastructure in India grew by over 17.1% 
over the course of 3 years from 2016 to 2019, with 
estimated revenue contributions from the segment 
towards the overall events and entertainment industry 
approximating a consistent year on year increase of 
2.7%. Enjoy reading the feature.
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ANZ

Mediatec Asia Pacific Rebrands to Creative Technology

NEP Group, the leading technical production partner 
for premier content producers of live sports and 
entertainment, announced that Mediatec Asia Pacific, an 
NEP Live Events company, has rebranded to become 
part of Creative Technology (CT), a sister company also 
under NEP.

The Mediatec and CT teams have worked together for 
many years across countries and markets, collaborating 
on projects for large corporate clients, international 
sporting events, Olympic and Commonwealth Games, 
and more.

A change in name and branding only, the move is in line 
with similar strategic rebranding initiatives, including 
that of Mediatec Europe’s business in early 2020 to 
support NEP’s goal of using the global brand that best 
represents what the company provides to its clients. 
The combined brand also now enables NEP and CT 
to support its Corporate and Sport client segments 
in Australia and New Zealand as a true 360-degree 
supplier in the region and worldwide.

As a 360-degree Live Events supplier CT’s and 
Mediatec’s clients will share the same high-quality 
experience in dealing with one brand across the globe 
for all their projects. Clients can expect more seamless 
processes and services – from the initial sale to delivery 
of solutions – and know that this local, streamlined 

service model reduces potentially negative impacts to 
the environment as well.

The CT Australia and New Zealand business unit will 
service projects and events across the region, with the 
customer support, studios and other production facilities 
clients have come to rely on for their events. With 
office locations, warehouse facilities and local staff in 
Auckland, Melbourne, Perth, Sydney and Wellington, the 
team is well-positioned to support their clients. 

CT Australia and New Zealand President Owen Davison 
sums up the change as a step forward for the group and 
the industry.

“Although our Mediatec brand is no longer in the market, 
I’m excited to bring our Mediatec and CT businesses 
closer together so we can leverage our talent, innovative 
technology, and amazing solutions across many different 
markets and geographies,” he says. “It’s a great move 
for us and our clients, now and going forward.”

Creative Technology

http://www.e-techasia.com
http://www.ct-group.com
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JAPAN

MLA Boosts Return of JAPAN JAM 2021, Under Strict Covid Conditions

JAPAN JAM 2021 took place at Soga Sports Park 
in Chiba over the country’s big May public holiday 
weekend. The annual event, which has already taken 
place three times at this venue, had to be cancelled last 
year due to the Covid-19 pandemic—therefore, this was 
the first event in two years, and it was held under strict 
infection control conditions.

Last time around, more than 30,000 people participated 
daily in the festival; however, this year the number was 
limited to 10,000 per day, and the event was devoid 
of alcohol. The audience needed to obey the rules 
such as wearing masks and were able to enjoy the live 
performance in 1m square frames arranged in front of 
the stage.

As in previous years, Martin Audio MLA was adopted as 
the main speaker, with 10 MLA elements (including an 
MLD Downfill) and three stacks of subwoofers, nine per 
side in total, on main stage, with the middle sub rear-
facing for the cardioid pattern. In addition, four WPM 
were equipped as front fill / outfill.

Many precautions were taken to avoid infection, even 
at the stage area. Bunshiro Hote, of sound rental 
company, MSI JAPAN Tokyo, reflected on this. "The 
microphones that would normally have been reused, 
were completely replaced. As a result, we used five lines 
(including spares) to operate only the announcements. 
We introduced a UV irradiation desiccator for some mics 
that needed to be used by multiple people, while the 
console was sanitised every time the sound engineer 

changed. All microphones (vocal mics 
for the artistes and talkback mics for the 
engineers) were regulated.

Bun Hote, who was also in charge of the 
system design, stated, “Regarding Covid, 
Tokyo was in a state of emergency and 
as a neighbouring prefecture, Chiba also 
needed to prevent the spread of infection. 
It made us more nervous and considerate 
of noise complaints than usual. 

“When we did the sound check, we played 
the CD at 100dBA at FOH, and prepared 
three delay settings of 60m, 70m, and 80m 
from the stage for the main MLA area, and 
assessed to what degree it could be heard 
at the monitoring point outside the venue. 

As a result, we chose the 70m pattern as the standard 
in the three-stage MLA area, and since the Lotus Stage 
was the nearest to the street, we started this at 60m."

After missing last year, the fans were suitably excited 
about the event. "The management was struggling to 
ensure that customers could enjoy high quality sound, 
without at the same time influencing the neighbourhood. 
It was, therefore, necessary to adjust the range of sound 
depending on the audience population and the wind 
speed. 

“Of course, we checked the monitoring of the 
neighbourhood as well and we sometimes changed the 
settings depending on the situation. MLA was the perfect 
choice to make this possible.” 

Bun Hote concluded, “The Japanese live entertainment 
business has been stuck for two years. We could not get 
enough compensation [from the Government], and many 
businesses were closed. I believe in the power of music 
to heal the people who are tired of this situation and 
want to increase the number of safe live entertainment 
operations. 
“Although there are pros and cons for hosting this event, 
we pulled it off without any increase of Covid. I hope 
that, with the help of this event, it will gradually gain the 
support and confidence of the music industry throughout 
the summer."

Martin Audio

http://www.e-techasia.com
https://martin-audio.com
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AUSTRALIA

Big Picture Chooses Brompton Technology for Opera Australia’s Aida

As one of the world’s busiest opera companies and 
Australia’s largest performing arts company, Opera 
Australia (OA) presents more than 600 performances 
around the country every year, with more than half a 
million people seeing their work on stage and even more 
tuning into OA’s radio broadcasts and cinema releases. 
In its constant pursuit of artistic excellence and growing 
audiences through innovative projects, OA’s integrated 
digital technologies were used to transport Davide 
Livermore’s interpretation of Verdi’s Aida, a timeless 
story of love and betrayal, to a whole new level thanks to 
giant LED screens driven by Brompton processing and 
deployed by Big Picture at the State Theatre, Arts Centre 
Melbourne.

A splendid feast for the senses, 175 square metres 
of UniView Tekken LED screens were arranged in 10 
towering LED columns seven metres tall, creating an 
immersive theatrical experience, with video designs 
ranging from symbolic pictures to picturesque 
landscapes of Verdi’s world of Egypt brought to life by 
4K Tessera SX40 LED processors that conveyed the 
scale, depth and grandeur of this monumental opera. 
A fully redundant Disguise system comprising four 
GX2c servers managed eight 4K content layers as 
well as dealing with incoming data streams from OA’s 
custom Raynok automation system, which was used for 
individual screen rotation and tracking on and off stage.

“We originally chose the UniView Tekken 3.9 because it 
fitted a very particular brief that we had been given from 
Opera Australia during the design process for the Opera 
Digital Stage,” says Nick Bojdak, Technical Director, Big 
Picture. “To work with the automation system, it needed 
to be relatively light per square metre. It also needed to 
be high enough resolution for still images to resolve like 
the painted set pieces found in contemporary theatre 
productions, so the audience forgot that they were 
watching video screens. Finally, it needed to be robust 
enough to be built in large pieces for quick change overs 
between shows. Usually, Speed and High-res LED are 

http://www.e-techasia.com
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mutually exclusive terms, and it is normally a painstaking 
and delicate process panel by panel, but luckily the 
Tekken is well built.”

With Tekken ticking all of the physical LED screen 
characteristics the Big Picture team needed for the 
project, the next step was to employ the highest level of 
processing power to deliver the required visual quality. 
“We needed something that worked really well at low 
brightness. We already had a large stock of ROE Black 
Onyx 2.8 running on Brompton, so we knew what results 
we could expect from Brompton when coupled with a 
good high-res product,” explains Bojdak.

Initially using Tessera S4 LED processing in the first year 
of installing the digital environment for Opera Australia, 
Big Picture subsequently migrated to 4K Tessera SX40 
LED processors and Tessera XD 10G data distribution 
units, adding greater output capacity for larger and 
more complex productions. “The deployment of the XDs 
via fibre allowed us to decentralise our processing and 
streamline our system up in the galleries of the Sydney 
Opera House where space is at an absolute premium. 
The show currently runs with two SX40s and six XDs as 
its base configuration. Later in 2021, the system will be 
expanded considerably for Opera Australia’s Ring Cycle 
production in Brisbane,” Bojdak reveals.

Since the initial setup and quality control of the UniView 
Tekken, Brompton LED processing has continued to 
impress. 

“The reliability that people have come to expect from 
Brompton products, coupled with a class-leading level 
of visual flexibility, colour and detail reproduction at low 
light levels, continues to make them the ideal choice 
of LED processor for this highly complex project,” 
he concludes. “We are really proud of our ongoing 
relationship with Opera Australia, and we are excited 
that we have finally been able to bring the digital stage 
environment to Melbourne in 2021 after 3 successful 
years in Sydney. 

“Brompton’s Tessera processing has proven to be the 
ultimate tool when it comes to managing LED screens 
at low brightness, allowing us to get a much clearer 
and smoother image with enhanced detail in darker 
areas, achieving unprecedented performance and 
superior overall visual colour accuracy which completely 
enveloped the audience in the world of ancient Egypt.”

Brompton Technology

http://www.e-techasia.com
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NEW ZEALAND

d&b Provides Electrifying Sound to Record-Breaking Crowds at 
Christchurch’s Summer Festival

 After a year of extreme uncertainty and flux, New 
Zealand put on a show with one of the country’s biggest 
outdoor summer music festivals, Electric Avenue, 
supported by powerful dynamic sound from d&b 
audiotechnik.

The Electric Avenue Festival is Christchurch’s biggest 
outdoor summer music festival, with this year’s event 
drawing record crowds of 25,000. The festival relied 
heavily on local talent, with more than 35 Kiwi artists 
including Benee, Fat Freddy’s Drop and Tiki Taane 
performing across multiple stages in Hagley Park, 
Christchurch. With COVID-19 under control in New 
Zealand and no limitations of mass gatherings or social 
distancing requirements, the festival recorded its highest 
attendance numbers, with an additional 3,000-4,000 
people signing up to the waitlist for tickets.

For these huge crowd numbers, it was imperative that 
the sound lived up to the expectations around the 
festival. Western Audio, the audio supplier for the 
Park Stage, recommended the SL Series (KSL and 

GSL) from d&b audiotechnik to provide the stage with 
powerful, dynamic and flexible sound. To ensure the 
same remarkable quality of sound was delivered to 
every member of the audience the crew relied heavily 
on d&b’s line array optimization software function, 
ArrayProcessing, and noise prediction software, 
NoizCalc.

Electric Avenue presented the team at Western Audio 
with multiple audio challenges seeing as how it is a 
multi-stage festival held in the middle of the city of 
Christchurch, New Zealand.

“To enable the festival to go ahead, strict council 
noise limits needed to be met,” explained Richard 
McMenamin, Director, Western Audio Engineering. 
“ArrayProcessing and NoizCalc were vital in the planning 
stages of the event to model and mitigate any noise 
issues before they were encountered. GSL and KSL 
were chosen for the Park Stage due to their superb 
sound quality and their excellent pattern control.”

http://www.e-techasia.com
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The KSL and GSL systems are part of the d&b SL-Series 
and bring to market full range broadband directivity, 
extended LF response and advanced rigging options 
in an accessible size and performance package. All 
SL-Series loudspeakers are constructed using a 2-way 
active design.

Artist and sound engineer Tiki Taane, was in a unique 
position to experience the full potential of the GSL 
and KSL systems, both whilst performing on the Park 
Stage and mixing FOH sound for the headline act, 
Shapeshifter, on the same stage.

“The d&b SL System was next level huge,” commented 
Taane. “The clarity and frequency response to all the 
little mix adjustments I was making was unbelievable. I 
do a lot of EQ filter sweeps on the synth bass, and also 
on the reverb return channels for those exciting moments 
in the songs, and the energy coming from the d&b 
System was mind blowing. There was so much head 
room and fatness that I was more than happy with sitting 
the mix at 109 db at mix position, knowing that there was 
still more in the tank for those big moments.”

Taane also commented that for such a large crowd, 
the feedback they received from the festival goers 
was extremely impressive, even for those who were 
positioned way in the back, well beyond the delay lines.

“I’d describe mixing Shapeshifter on the d&b SL System 
like standing in front of some sort of Alien spacecraft as 

it lands and then takes off at full throttle leaving you in 
a state of euphoria, like a religious experience, where 
you’ve just witnessed in person the God of Sound!”

Bevan Hancox (Dexta), the Festival Production Manager 
added that everyone was extremely happy with how the 
sound was delivered, especially as it avoided disturbing 
the neighbouring communities.

“We are happy with the outcome of this well-deployed 
rig and proud to use d&b audiotechnik — it covers all 
my bases and keeps the touring engineers, audience 
members and the promoter happy. As always, the 
definition was crystal clear.”

d&b audiotechnik

http://www.e-techasia.com
https://www.dbaudio.com/global/en/
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CHINA

BMW iX Electric SUV China Launch Driven by L-ISA Immersive Hyperreal Sound

China’s first-ever BMW Group Night held at the Shanghai 
World Expo Exhibition & Convention Center saw the 
German automobile giant unveiling the latest model in 
its electric vehicle series, the BMW iX SUV. Surrounded 
by BMW owners, car dealership executives and media, 
the spectacle marked the tenth anniversary of the BMW i 
Series, the company’s brand dedicated to innovations in 
electric vehicles. The iX takes its place at the summit of 
BMW’s electric line-up, showcasing the latest technology 
from the luxury brand.

To accompany the most technologically advanced 
model in the manufacturer’s line-up, BMW called on the 
most advanced production technology. A 120-metre-
deep stage, surrounded on three sides by LED screens 
was created for the spectacular event visuals. Not 
stopping there, BMW invited Academy Award-winner 
Hans Zimmer to create an electronic soundtrack to 
accompany the iX debut. 

To further immerse the audience in the show, producers 
Beijing Junwei Renhe Event Management Co. asked one 
of China’s top sound engineers, Jin Shaogang, to design 
a 360° sound system for the event. Having previously 
worked with L-ISA immersive sound technology for the 
2019 season of Sing! China, Mr. Shaogang knew that 

the technology would be the perfect way to galvanize 
the audience’s sense of sight and sound. Mr Shaogang 
specified an L-ISA configuration supplied by Hangzhou 
Das Wumei Technology Co. With its large L-Acoustics 
inventory and well-trained engineers, the company was 
the ideal sound engineering partner for this inaugural 
brand event in China.

The L-ISA immersive sound configuration consisted of 
five hangs of eight L-Acoustics Kara spread across the 
stage area, while nine arrays of two L-Acoustics A10 - 
one Focus and one Wide each - surrounded the sides 
and back of the audience. Six KS28 subwoofers per side 
provided low-end rumble, and eight X15 HiQ ensured 
onstage monitoring. The entire system was powered by 
24 LA12X amplified controllers.

On the massive stage, the electric purr of the BMW 
iX would provide little sonic impact. In order to give 
the audience the visceral feeling of being inside the 
powerful iX, Mr. Shaogang captured 360° surround 
recordings of the BMW iX engine and its movements 
with the assistance of L-Acoustics Asia Pacific Director 
of Application Project Alvin Koh. For the live show, the 
on-stage iX was equipped with a BlackTrax infrared 
sensor for real-time tracking. Seamlessly integrated into 

http://www.e-techasia.com
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the L-ISA Controller, the BlackTrax movements triggered 
the engine sound recordings in real-time with the on-
stage car. When mixed live with the presenter’s speech 
and a world-class soundtrack, a captivating, exhilarating 

sensory experience profoundly affected the audience; a 
few stood up and applauded some of the most impactful 
moments. In addition, a representative from BMW Group 
China expressed his delight with one of the best product 
presentations he had ever experienced.

“The natural and vivid experience of L-ISA Immersive 
Hyperreal Sound, elevated the show to greater heights,” 
explains Mr. Koh from L-Acoustics. “Thanks to the astute 
technical vision of Mr Shaogang, and the collaboration 
between various partners involved in this show, we were 
all proud to present a brilliant dual-sensory show for 
BMW and the audience,” he concludes.

L-Acoustics

MIDDLE EAST

Tom Warneke Joins Creative Technology Middle East

Tom Warneke has recently joined Creative Technology 
Middle East (CTME) as a Senior Project Manager for the 
live events division. He is a highly qualified professional 
with over 15 years of experience in the live events 
industry across Australia, Asia and the Middle East. 

Tom has successfully planned and executed technical 
management across multiple high-profile projects 
such as Diriyah Season, Dubai Burj Khalifa & Sydney 
Opera House New Year's Eve Celebrations, World 
Skills Opening and Closing Ceremonies and the United 

Nations World Urban Forum 
to name a few. Beyond 
Technical Direction, Tom 
has a wealth of valuable 
experience across the gamut 
of technical disciplines with 
extensive history in Lighting 
and Production Management 
across the industry from 
theatre and musicals through 
to festivals, live music and 
large-scale events. Drawing on 
his diverse experience, Tom 
will lead a team of engineers, 
providing technical guidance 

and direction across a wide range of events.

“I’m really excited to be joining such a world-class team 
as CT and work on some of the most exciting projects 
across the region, particularly as we expand into offering 
that same level of service and quality in a full-service 
way for not just video but complete technical delivery,” 
-saidTom Warneke

Creative Technology Middle East

http://www.e-techasia.com
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DiGiCo Quantum 225 Overview

This approximately half an hour video from DiGiCo kicks 
off with an introduction to DiGiCO, description about 
DiGiCo’s Technology, Quantum Processing, folowed by 
Hardware Overview, Rack Options, the Console Software 
and finshing off with Klang Integration.

Martin Audio’s WPL as part of the Wavefront Precision 
series has been honoured with a Queen’s Award for 
Enterprise in Innovation. The scalable resolution of WPL 
[Wavefront Precision Longbow] offers greatly improved 
coverage consistency and control compared to a 
standard line array and provides a flexible pathway to 
advanced array control.

streamer by GLP - Remote ControlMartin Audio - WPL - Queen’s 
Award for Enterprise for Innovation 
2021

The streamer by GLP can be easily controlled remotely 
from anywhere in the world!
This can be helpful, for example, if you want to illuminate 
all speakers from a central location during a video 
conference. Mark Ravenhill explains how it works in this 
video.

Do headset mics always sound better? If so, why? Does 
an omni or directional sound best?
This video from DPA microphones walks you through 
the choices you need to make when choosing the 
best headset microphone for your situation. Not only 
does it explain how acoustics and noise in your space 
affect your choice, but also about the different types of 
headset mount and how they fit on the head.

How to Choose the Right Headset 
Mic for Any Situation

http://www.e-techasia.com
https://youtu.be/1O_svK0Tx1M
https://youtu.be/SwRLDywuSR0
https://youtu.be/fYuC0WF0MMc
https://youtu.be/Rtq7zxI8Obk
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SPOTLIGHT

10 Years of Creative Technology Qatar! 

Creative Technology (CT) has supported their clients 
with innovative AV technology across various events in 
Qatar for over a decade and continues to provide expert 
technical advice and show-stopping event experiences 
in the region.

This year marks the 10th anniversary since CT opened 
its first Qatar office in the heart of City West Bay in Doha 
as a commitment to their clients, Qatar and its growth. 

Although CT have been delivering projects in Qatar as 
early as 2001 out of its UK facility, it was realised in 2011 
that having a local office and warehouse would make 
CT’s services, skilled engineers and event technology 
easily accessible to clients in the region. 

Irum Ashraf, CT Qatar General Manager, comments, 
“Within the first year of opening, the success of our 
organic growth saw CT Qatar move from our first 
warehouse in Al Rayyan with three full-time employees 
to a 14000sqft space in Logistics Village with over 14 
full-time staff.”

Having a locally registered company in Qatar has 
enabled CT to establish itself as a key audiovisual 
supplier in the Middle East. Over the years, CT has 
delivered AV services for several prestigious events, 
from the early delivery of the Asian Games and Qatar 
Foundation projects to the opening and closing 
ceremonies for the World Petroleum Congress, multiple 
National Day events and the more recent IAAF World 

Irum Ashraf, CT Qatar General Manager

Athletic Championships to name a few. Ashraf continues, 
“Our Venue Services department expanded alongside 
our live events with teams housed within the St Regis 
Doha, Shangri La and the Westin Hotels managing the 
audiovisual requirements for live events, conferences 
and exhibitions.”

Looking to the Future
With Qatar set to host the 2022 FIFA World Cup, 2023 
World International Horticultural Expo, and the Asian 
Games in 2030 alongside the country bidding for the 
FIBA Basketball World Cup in 2023 and the Olympic 
Games 2032, the events industry in Qatar shows no 
signs of slowing down. 

Qatar’s 2030 vision has been set to develop the 
country into an advanced society that is able to sustain 
development. Broken down into four tiers, the economic 
and social pillars would undoubtedly prove that the 
country is keen to continue hosting major global events. 
Not only would these events have a significant financial 
impact with people coming into Qatar and the spend on 
hospitality, travel and tourism but also allows residents 
in the country the ability to visit and engage with 
extraordinary events that have never taken place in the 
Middle East before. With the infrastructure that has also 
been built to host the FIFA 2022 World Cup, the country 
will certainly be in prime condition to continue hosting 
events at this scale.

Andy Reardon, CT Middle East Managing Director, 
rounds up, “We are always looking at new ways we 
can expand and grow in the region, and we have some 
exciting plans for the future of CT Qatar across our 
Live Events, Venue Services and System Integration, 
divisions. We have already made investments in new 
event technology across video, lighting and audio and 
are in the process of making a further investment in 
AV equipment towards the end of the year. Alongside 
our new purchases, we are expanding our team of 
professionals across the region to accommodate the 
growing demand for business in the Events, Venues and 
System Integration industries.”

Creative Technology Middle East

http://www.e-techasia.com
https://www.ct-group.com/me/
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EAW Launches Ntx Series Line Array And Sbx Series Subwoofer System

Building upon its brand reputation and further solidifying 
its commitment to the production and AV industry, 
Eastern Acoustic Works (EAW) announces its NTX Series 
Line Array and SBX Series Subwoofer.
 
EAW’s NTX201L is a high-performance solution that 
streamlines setup to deliver maximum results in minimal 
time. It is a 2x10” articulated array with an integrated 
1600W two-channel amplifier and universal PFC power 
supply. The NTX210L operates in the 55hz – 18khz 
range with a max SPL of 140db and has a 90° horizontal 
and 12° vertical nominal beamwidth.
 
With the NTX series, achieving optimal sonic 
performance has never been easier or more accessible. 
Different from other powered line array products, the 
NXT’s patented OptiLogic technology provides automatic 
array self-detection via onboard infrared sensors and 
accelerometers, and near instant optimization including 
air loss compensation and more. The NTX series features 
integrated Dante networking (with loop-thru) including 
analog redundancy capability, allowing the analog input 
to be set to automatically enable if the Dante signal is 
lost. 

EAW also introduces its SBX Series High Output 
Subwoofers. The SBX Series active 18” subwoofers 
include the SBX218 (capable of a total 5,000 watts) and 
the SBX118 (capable of 2,500 watts). Both operate in the 
25hz–120hz frequency range with a max SPL of 141db 
for the SBX218 and 135db for the SBX118. Both models 
feature exclusive 18in neodymium woofers with four-
inch voice coils. While the SBX Series Subwoofers are 
mechanically designed to complement the NTX210L Line 

Array, they can support other systems, such as the EAW 
Anna ADAPTive and RSX Series lines.  

Engineered for both production and installation, the 
SBX Series is equipped with a threaded pole mount and 
rugged handles, making for a perfect solution for small 
and large spaces. Integrated runners on the top and 
sides lock the subs together to resist movement due to 
vibration and provide a clean look. Support of ground 
stack operation of the NTX210L loudspeakers can be 
accomplished with two sets of flybar locating pins, 
providing safe operation at any splay angle.

The NTX and SBX series both work seamlessly with 
EAW’s Resolution 2 software. Resolution 2 provides 
total system optimization from anywhere in the venue, 
plus intuitive room design and prediction in a single, 
comprehensive application. With the proven sonic 
performance of EAW’s acoustic design and DSP 
mastery, plus full Dante integration across both lines, the 
NTX and SBX deliver an intelligent and flexible system to 
fit most budgets.

EAW

http://www.e-techasia.com
https://eaw.com/
https://eaw.com/
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Gravity Presents the Traveler Series

Gravity presents the Traveler series – lightweight, 
compact, and practical stands, holders, and other aids 
for day-to-day music activities on the road. With this 
series, Gravity turns its attention to covering the basic 
needs of musicians and creatives who travel from gig to 
gig or job to job and only take along the bare necessities 
to save weight but still stay flexible.
 
Gravity’s Traveler series is geared towards both 
musicians and content creators. The lightweight MS 
5311 B microphone stand with convenient single-point 
boom adjustment forms the basis of the Traveler series. 
All other Traveler products can be attached to the 
microphone stand using a built-in clamp. The product 
offering includes the NS MS 02 sheet music holder 
with continuously adjustable steel tray (including the 
foldable NS MS 03 version), the extremely versatile MA 
TRAY 3 tray, which allows for the storage of everything 
from drum keys, guitar capos, smartphones, and tuners 
to compact pedals, as well as the MA DSB 01 drum 
stick holder, which offers quick and easy access to 
drumsticks whenever needed during a live performance.
 

The Traveler series is rounded off by the MA 3D A 
3D arm, which can be used to attach microphones, 
action cams and cellphone holders to the microphone 
stand, and to create flexible setups. Thanks to the large 
clamping range of 15-35mm and the ability of the three 
joints to rotate 360°, the MA 3D A can be used not only 
as a specialist helper on live stages but also in photo 
and video studios or podcast booths. Simply loosen the 
wing screws, adjust, tighten, and you’re done!
 
The Gravity Traveler series is now available and will be 
regularly expanded with new solutions in the future.

Gravity Traveler Series

http://www.e-techasia.com
https://www.gravitystands.com/en/Series/Traveler-Series/
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grandMA3 Software Release 1.5.: New Features and Workflow 
Improvements

MA Lighting has now released the grandMA3 software 
version 1.5. This release brings many new features and 
functionalities, workflow improvements in different areas 
of programming and additional tools especially for the 
first steps into the world of grandMA3 lighting control 
systems. It will enrich the overall lighting control in many 
different areas, such as installations, concert/touring, 
television and architectural applications.

The top features of grandMA3 software version 1.5 are:

• Absolute and relative values completely separated
• USB MIDI support for the onPC software
• Agenda
• Free designable DMX curves
• Special Values - The real reference for your Defaults
• New Capture function - Create a snapshot of your   
   look
• Encoder resolution per attribute

Additionally, there are many workflow improvements, 
especially in known functionalities for existing MA users. 
The Patch section has been completely redesigned, 
including a new split view and the ability to include 
MVR data in the existing showfile. Features like Pan/Tilt 
Offsets or the Swop function for playbacks have been 
implemented and designed with better workflows than 
ever before.

The conversion of grandMA2 show files to the grandMA3 
software now supports many more objects. Groups 
and Presets are converted and lead to a better starting 
position for users who want to continue with their existing 
grandMA2 show. 

Last but not least, this release offers a completely new 
tool that MA Lighting had not implemented before: A 
self-programming grandMA3 Startshow! The user only 
has to patch some fixtures and can start programming 
immediately - Groups, Presets and various Layouts are 
already predefined and can be used right away. This is 
a game changer, especially for the first experience with 
the grandMA3 lighting control systems!

MA Lighting/grandMA3 software

http://www.e-techasia.com
https://www.malighting.com/special/grandma3-software/
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GLP Announces Weatherproof Fusion Stick FS16 Z with New Halo-
Diffuser Ring

Lines of light are a popular and versatile design element 
for stage and TV shows. However, most of the solutions 
available do not meet modern design and camera 
requirements. With the FUSION Stick FS16 Z, FUSION 
by GLP is now introducing a contemporary LED stick 
in a weatherproof (IP65) design. These can not only be 
connected to produce absolutely seamless lines, in the 
tried and tested GLP manner, but thanks to innovative 
halo diffuser rings, placed in front of the individual light 
sources, develop a new optical effect. 

The FS16 Z is based on the proven FUSION Stick FS20 
with identical dimensions, so that all FS20 accessories 
are also compatible with the FS16 Z.

The FUSION Stick FS16 Z is populated with 16 x 20-
watt RGBW LEDs. The motorised zoom ranges from 
8 ° to 40 °. The 1m-long sticks are only 23.6cm high, 
9cm deep, and, despite the weatherproof design in the 
high-quality die-cast aluminium housing, weigh only 
13kg. Its innovative halo diffuser ring ensures the FS16 
Z will create a real impact in every application without 
exception, but it is particularly relevant to the TV and 
studio markets.

Thanks to the ring surrounding the front lens, the visibility 
of the pixels in the camera has been significantly 
improved. The pixels are clearly visible even from very 
acute camera angles, whereas the lens is retracted far 
back into the housing in a conventional design, due to 
the zoom mechanism.

The fanless design ensures extremely 
quiet operation, which also makes 
the new LED stick ideal for noise-
sensitive environments such as 
theatres or TV studios.

Various installation options ensure 
even greater flexibility and creative 
experimentation. The individual FS16 
Z LED sticks can be connected to 
one another without difficulty, so 
that both vertically hanging, and 
ground-standing installations can be 
implemented with minimal rigging 
effort. Two different dimmer curves 
and four control modes up to a 
maximum of 79 DMX channels are 
available. Meanwhile, the built-in 
FX engine makes it easy to create 

impressive, dynamic looks.
“The FUSION Stick FS16 Z is yet another GLP 
development that is a direct response to immediate 
market demand,” said GLP managing director Udo 
Künzler. “During countless conversations with lighting 
designers, we kept hearing that there was still room 
for improvement in the area of LED sticks—especially 
for applications in front of the camera. Although we 
already had a weatherproof LED stick in the FUSION 
Stick FS20, which could also be seamlessly connected 
with the same pixel spacing, the effect in the camera 
image was not yet ideal for many designers and lighting 
cameramen.

“If the camera is looking directly into the stick, you can't 
turn up the brightness too much, otherwise the devices 
can easily outshine them. On the other hand, from an 
oblique camera perspective, most LED sticks appear as 
if they were not switched on at all. 

“This problem has now been resolved with the FUSION 
Stick FS16 Z. Designers and DoPs can now use LED 
sticks in TV and studio applications in an even better, 
more creative and versatile manner. But even away from 
the camera, the FS16 Z, with its halo ring, is guaranteed 
to be sensational. "

Photo credit: Thomas Gerdon

GLP

http://www.e-techasia.com
https://www.glp.de/en/
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Robe Launches CUETE

CUETE by name, cute by nature, this latest moving 
head spot light fixture from Robe is a perfect compact, 
high-quality solution for small-to-medium productions, 
performance spaces or installations.

Hence the name!

Robe addresses the demands of this vibrant and 
vital market with CUETE which has some outstanding 
features, including the fast pan and tilt movement that is 
so essential for lighting all genres of electronic music, for 
highlighting the creative work of DJs and enhancing club 
environments. 

Creating dynamic effects and projections is quick and 
simple with the CUETE, which offers an excellent CMY 
colour mixing system and an impressive 4,200-lumen 
output of sharp, crystal clear white light, making it stand 
out on any lighting rig.

To achieve this output and to easily maintain the 
light quality and consistency across any lighting rig 
or inventory, CUETE utilises Robe’s patented TE™ 
120W White LED Engine which is at the core of the 
manufacturer’s ground-breaking TRANSFERABLE 
ENGINE technology.

The CUETE’s 16-degree fixed beam lens has remote 
control focus and can be swapped to the optional 

24-degree lenses for shorter throw and low ceiling 
scenarios.

Within its small frame, the CUETE is action-packed with 
Robe innovation. 

This includes a CPulse flicker-free management system 
for setups using HD and UHD cameras, great for 
live streams / broadcasts; the L3 Low Light Linearity 
dimming software for super-smooth fades to black and 
the AirLOC (Less Optical Cleaning) technology which 
keeps the optical elements in pristine condition over long 
time periods.

The fixture’s very cool effects package includes a Colour 
Wheel with 13 dichroic filters; a Gobo Wheel with 9 fully 
indexable, rotating, replaceable gobos; a Static Gobo 
Wheel with 10 fixed gobos including four beam reducers: 
there is an 8-facet bi-directional rotating prism and a 
5-degree frost filter to assist with producing fabulous, 
smooth even washes.

With this excellent combination of speed, features, and 
very small footprint, Robe’s CUETE is also a perfect spot 
light partner to the just-released LEDBeam 350.

ROBE Lighting

http://www.e-techasia.com
https://www.robe.cz/
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Digital Microphones

ALEX COLUMN

Join the conversation and share your thoughts with Alex. 
Alex can be reached at alex@asaudio.de

Digital microphones have 
been around for long, but 
with DANTE and other 
networking platforms, they 
have become much more 
popular these days, so I 
thought I will shine a light on 
them in this issue’s column. 
Different versions of digital 
microphones have been 
available since the early 
90’s and most of them with a 

AES 3 interface inside, so that they could be connected 
via standard XLR cable for short distance and with 50 
Ohm wave resistance cable on longer runs. Those can 
be used on any gear, that has an AES EBU interface on 
the input. In the times of DANTE, a digital interface has 
become more popular, but of course it raises questions 
about quality and performance and we need to learn to 
judge what is good and what not in the digital world. 

One of the things that is a big difference between a 
regular analog microphone and a digital microphone is 
the preamp and the dynamic range. In an analog signal 
path the mic preamp has a wide range of settings and 
can be manually set to an optimal position in the curve 
of the microphone, but of course if done wrong it can 
also greatly limit your dynamic range and capabilities. 
Once set, the analog gain is fixed and that is also the 
way we like it for easy reference and stability. In a digital 
microphone, all this has to be done within the mic before 
you even get any access to the mic signal and this can 
be a challenge and you are fully at the mercy of the 
digital circuitry, that is applied in your microphone of 
choice.

Historically of course the first versions of Digital 
microphones all work with AES 3 standard protocol 
and this is a two channel digital signal. This means 
it is particularly interesting for stereo applications or 
for applications where two channels of audio can be 
used in other creative ways, such as for beamforming. 
In a digital microphone all this can be done inside the 
microphone itself, which in the analog world would 
require a ton of external processing power.

Another set of features that make a digital mic quite 
attractive is RFI Immunity (Radio Frequency Interference) 
and in today’s environment, this can often be critical. 
Once the microphone signal is digital it is way less 
sensitive to RF interference than any analog signal and 

Last but not least the dynamic range of a digital 
microphone can be quite impressive and this is typically 
achieved through “Gain Ranging”. What is this? Since 
you do not have access to a mic preamp setting in a 
digital microphone, within the microphone there will 
be separate discreet signal paths with different pre 
amplification settings. In the circuitry there will also be 
a comparator element that will then choose from those 
different discrete signal paths, so that you always have 
the ideal dynamic range of your microphone. In high 
end modern digital consoles, this concept of parallel 
discrete audio paths has also been implemented and 
one particular famous example is the STAGETEC TRUE 
MATCH pre amp inputs on the STAGETEC consoles. 
Through the design of the Mic preamp, these consoles 
achieve dynamic ranges previously unheard of. 

Then after any kind of Preamp design, you still have to 
convert the signal from analog to digital and here you will 
also find a huge limitation block, since A/D Converters 
that allow a higher dynamic range, become exponentially 
more expensive with higher resolution. So for many 
applications where a mic might just be used for speech 
and voice, all this might not be so critical, but if you are 
attempting to make high end recordings of classical 
content, the sky is the limit for the amount of money that 
you can spend on quality. Just because something is 
“DANTE” capable, it does not mean that before anything 
becomes digital, you are in the best of worlds and as 
much as a digital microphone is plug and play these 
days, you still have to understand and care about those 
details and know where your chosen model stands with 
regards to RFI immunity, Dynamic Range, Signal to 
Noise and other parameters. I wish you happy shopping.

this means the signal will stay clean, once it comes out 
clean from the microphone.

http://www.e-techasia.com
mailto: alex@asaudio.de
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Setting The Stage For An Inspirational Comeback
by Elton Noronha

An insider’s view into the complex world of staging 
& infrastructure for live events in India, and how the 
pandemic has galvanized the industry’s tenacious 
resilience to survive and thrive.

Over the past decade or so, India has been home to 
some of the most awe-inspiring range of live events to 
grace the Asian hemisphere – be it mega music festivals 
… bright-eyed corporate galas … five-star artists in 
concerts … grandiose political rallies … holistic spiritual 
gatherings … super luxurious weddings, and more. 
The one thing that these events share in common – an 
unequivocally engaging experience for the viewer. 

The lowest common denominator in assertively 
delivering a superlative event experience is Staging 
& Infrastructure. Ironically enough though, staging & 
infrastructure is rarely, if ever, cited as a key point of 
glory when boasting of an event’s success.

But what exactly is Staging & Infrastructure? And why is 
it so pivotal to the success of an event? 

Beyond the Tip of the Event Iceberg

Staging and Infrastructure, comprises over 63% of the physical 
elements that come together to make an event

Whether a simplistic conference or an over the top 
music festival – Stages, platforms, rizers, steps/stair 
units, hangars, tents, trusses, scaffolds, ground support 
systems, roofing systems, barricades, bleachers, and 

Men At Work Stagecraft, VIDEAS and Sound & Light Professionals joined forces to supply staging, roofing and trusses for the largest political rally 
to ever grace the state of Tamil Nadu

http://www.e-techasia.com
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so much more … a.k.a. Staging and Infrastructure, 
comprises over 63% of the physical elements that come 
together to make an event. This rings true especially 
when you consider that this vertical also incorporates 
complex rigging essentials for sound, light and screens; 
and even soft goods like scrims, drapes, seating and 
other set materials. 

In its entirety, staging and infrastructure is intrinsic to 
every stage of the event – from planning to detailing 
to commissioning, and even factoring contingencies. 
For example - marking points of entry and exit, fire 
exits, disability access, seating and sight lines for the 
audience vs sight lines for the artists, engineers and 
crew members; and more; are all important details that 
need to be considered by the staging and infrastructure 
teams during the initial stages of planning the event. 
These teams are also invariably entrusted with the 
responsibility of ensuring artists’, crew’s and audiences’ 
safety at the venue, with every possible precaution 
expected to be accounted for within the planning phase 
itself. 

For example, stages must be designed and 
commissioned with the assurance that it will safely 
support all the loads to which it will be subjected. 
The same goes for any trussing structures and 
corresponding support structures used for an event 
– to fly loudspeaker systems or to support complex 
lighting and LED Screen setups. If sets or lighting or 
sound equipment are to be rigged overhead, sufficient 
support cables of the appropriate strength must be 
used. Additionally, any covering like carpeting or cabling 
must be secured to prevent artists and personnel from 
tripping over and injuring themselves and/or any stage 
equipment. Step units too must be appropriately spaced 
and have an acceptable rise and tread. That apart, 
soft goods like drapery must be kept away from stage 
lighting and must be made of fire retardant material. 
Barricades must be appropriately reinforced where 
necessary, in order to ensure reliable crowd control and 
maintain smooth flow of audience entering and exiting 
the venue. And of course, fire exits must be kept clear 
and prominently marked. 

It is only when all these details line up perfectly, does the 
audience enjoy a seamless and safe event experience. 

The Staging & Infrastructure Market in India
Similar to any of its global counterparts – the staging and 
infrastructure segment in India enjoys its own distinct 
dynamism and evolutionary journey. It is estimated 
that staging and infrastructure in India grew by over 

17.1% over the course of 3 years from 2016 to 2019, 
with estimated revenue contributions from the segment 
towards the overall events and entertainment industry 
approximating a consistent year on year increase of 
2.7%. 

These figures unfortunately have not been corroborated 
in a definitive manner yet; owing to the fact that staging 
and infrastructure to this day has remained a largely 
unstructured segment of the event and entertainment 
industry. Undocumented commercial dealings, 
unregulated inventories, and abridged investments in 
world-class products, technologies and raw materials, 
have all played a key role in contributing to the 
diminutive growth profile of staging and infrastructure in 
India.

All is not bleak though, as the segment has definitely 
witnessed the rise of a few key service providers across 
the country, who have capitalized on opportunities to 
rise above mediocrity by providing superlative staging 
and infrastructure solutions for events within their 
respective regions, while incorporating a distinct sense 
of structure and organization within their respective 
business operations.  These companies enjoy perhaps 
the best vantage of staging and infrastructure as a key 
industry segment; and hence have detailed certain 
key characteristics that distinguishes staging and 
infrastructure from other event technical services like 
sound, light, LED etc.

Sharing some candid experiential 
insights about the staging and 
infrastructure business in India, 
and how it differs from other 
service verticals like sound, light, 

LED rentals etc – Mankaran Singh 
of Men At Work Stagecraft – India’s 

premier service provider for staging, 
infrastructure, trussing and roofing – says, “The business 
is capital intensive. And this is mainly because almost 
every other project that involves fabrication of any sort 
demands investment in plywood, steel and fabric. In 
most cases, the finished product is unique to that project 
in particular, and the scope for it to be redeployed for 
any other project is very slim. Another key aspect of 
our business is transportation, which forms a massive 
component of our costing to the end client. There have 
been instances where we have plyed 18 to 20 trailers of 
goods and materials for certain projects. Furthermore, 
because we build large span structures, there are a lot 
of instances where our team members have to work at 
heights for extended periods of time; and this makes our 

http://www.e-techasia.com
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business a relatively more risk intensive when compared 
to other verticals. The consequences of a structural 
collapse can be fatal, thereby making it imperative for us 
to carry out a risk assessment and invest considerably in 
health and safety training for our own staff.”

Reaffirming Mankaran’s views; 
Vicky Shah of VIDEAS – one of 
the leading pure staging and 
infrastructure service providers in 
the western region of India – adds 

his own experiential thoughts about 
the business, saying, “In addition 

to the need for constant investment 
into raw materials, and the considerable costs involved 
with transportation of material; our business demands 
serious investment into quality warehousing and staffing 
owing to the sheer mass and volume of the materials 
that goes into the fabrication of stages and various other 
structures. Staffing and warehousing for staging and 
infrastructure service providers is considerably higher 
when compared with other technical service providers.”

While the points presented by 
Mankaran and Vicky do hold merit 
in their own right,  Sanndeeip 
Dhawan of Dhawan Stagecraft 
quips a contrasting perspective as 

he invokes his company’s 60 year 
legacy sharing, “Over the course 

of the past 60 year, our company has 
offered high quality professional technical solutions for 
every type of live event imaginable. While stage design & 
fabrication does have its own set of economic principals, 
my experience with infrastructure equipment like trussing 
leads me to believe that the truss-service business 
does not warrant high volumes of continual investment, 
particularly if you’ve been wise in investing into good 
quality products that can be scaled / deployed for a wide 
range of applications. Trusses have a better shelf-life 
as compared to electronic products and technologies; 
and if maintained appropriately, the return on investment 
could be quite fruitful, and you could certainly avoid 
having to update your inventory on a regular basis.”

Taking stock of the pertinent opinions 
on the financial implications, as 
shared by his peers, Manish 
Mavani of Sound & Light 
Professionals – one of India’s 

foremost and largest solution 
providers for not just professional 

audio and lighting solutions but also 

trussing and roofing structures – chooses to stress on 
an often overlooked aspect of the business – as he 
informs, “I believe what truly sets this business apart 
from any other form of event technical services is that 
it demands a very detailed level of attention towards 
planning. Staging and infrastructure involves meticulous 
planning that is based on multiple rounds of venue 
reconnaissance, co-ordination with various teams on 
every available venue drawing, stage drawings and 
artist specific stage plots; calculating factors like the 
slope of the venue surface and accounting for dynamic 
conditions like wind-speed, weather etc; and of course 
accurately planning the ballast weights, bracings and 
other counter-measures to ensure the structures are 
adequately reinforced.” 

While these 4 industry stalwarts have indeed presented 
unique perspectives of the staging and infrastructure 
vertical – a common point of concurrence is the fact that 
the past 18 months have been the most testing time that 
the industry has ever witnessed.

2020 and It’s Repercussions
Needless to say, the year 2020 didn’t do the events 
industry any favours; with a global lockdown not 
just disrupting regular life, but in fact, forcing the 
reimagination of a new normal. Physical isolation buoyed 
by digital solutions lead to the rise of virtual and hybrid 
events, with a 2020 Ernst & Young report on live events 
tabulating a 66% increase in digital events – a significant 
rise from 27% in 2019. This development, however, has 
translated into a sharp decline in physical on-ground 
events which understandably has had an adverse 
impact on staging and infrastructure service providers.

To begin with – the cancellation of major events (both 
indoor as well as outdoor) has resulted in a revenue 
loss for the entire industry to the tune of over 63%. And 
this figure steeps to 87% for staging and infrastructure 
service providers in particular. Making matters worse 
is the fact that most companies are yet to receive 
payments from clients that have been due since late 
2019. One could attribute this to years of disorganized 
business practices; as a stark majority have shockingly 
been operating with extremely lenient terms of payment 
and unrealistically lengthy credit offerings. 

When events did open up for a short while towards the 
end of 2020, most service providers found themselves 
in the middle of an abhorrent “price-war”; where 
companies vied to “win” projects by offering to work with 
little to no revenue margins. 
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“None of us had anticipated that the pandemic 
would last this long; and the absolute lack of events 
has made a majority of the industry desperate to 
work. Understandably so,” says Mankaran; to which 
Sanndeeip adds “A stark imbalance in the supply vs 
demand dynamic, added to mounting pressures of 
overheads to cope with, has driven vendors to a point 
where they’re ready to work projects at virtually any cost 
that barely allows them to meet at least a part of their 
expenses!” 

Warehouses once considered assets have now become liabilities

What’s worse is that human resource and warehousing 
– which at one point in time was viewed by many 
staging and infrastructure stakeholders as key assets 
to the business – have now become liabilities. Vicky 
explains, “Companies have noted a stark reduction 
in trained human resource, as it has been extremely 
difficult for owners to pay salaries. On the other hand 
employees too haven’t hesitated in jumping ship in 
search of ‘better’ prospects. Plus, in order to reduce the 
burden of warehousing costs, several service providers 
have been forced to accommodate large quantities of 
material in lesser physical space, which has lead to 
damaged materials and improper storage. Beyond this, 
since most of the inventory materials have been lying 
unused for over 18 months, the costs to maintain these 
and eventually revive the business whenever the event 
industry does open up again, is huge.”

Slivers of Silver Linings
Duly acknowledging the rather grim situation - 
Sanndeeip, Mankaran, Vicky and Manish confess that 
it was extremely difficult to not give in to the looming 
pressures of the financial crunch and the dreaded “price 
war” during these testing times. The upside, however, is 
the fact that they were successful in winning over some 
of the most prized projects in their respective regions 
when events were allowed to take place for a brief period 
of time between December 2020 and April 2021. 

Sanndeeip and his team at Dhawan Stagecrafts 
commissioned the trussing solutions for the recently 
concluded Marathon event held at the bustling 
CyberHub in Gurugram – touted to be one of the most 
celebrated events to have taken place in the region 
during that period of time. 

On the other hand, the trio of Mankaran, Manish and 
Vicky along with their respective teams joined forces to 
provide a comprehensive solution for what is possibly 
the largest political rally to ever grace the state of Tamil 
Nadu. This particular rally was attended by over 300,000 
people and featured a main stage spanning 272’x 40’ 
x 10’, along with 3 gigantic roof systems positioned 
side by side to cover the humongous stage, with each 
structure measuring 80’ x 40’ x 40’. A custom ramp of 
1250’ x 6’ was also commissioned to enable a better 
vantage of the crowd for the political leaders addressing 
the rally. Alongside, the venue also featured over 1500’ 
of platforms and scaffolds to adequately support over 
20,000 sqft of LED screens; in addition to a whopping 
30 ring-lock support towers measuring  6’ x 6’ x 40’ 
each, which were deployed to “fly” a total of 348 units 
of large format and small format line array cabinets from 
L-Acoustics including the likes of the K1, K2 and V-Dosc 
systems.

Of Trends Anew
Noting a key operational difference in the way large 
format events were commissioned pre pandemic vs post 
pandemic though; the four industry veterans affirm that 
new COVID-centric health and safety SOPs have made 
it even more difficult for staging and infrastructure teams 
to build on site, considering the fact that crew are now 
expected to work with masks and additional protective 
gear in the infamously testing weather conditions that 
India is known for.SOP’s and government mandates 

Dhawan Stagecrafts trussing solutions at the Marathon Event in 
Cybrehub Gurugram
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not withstanding – the new wave of event trends has 
ushered in key changes within the business at an 
inventory level. Taking cues from recent developments, 
service providers are now beginning to align their 
respective inventories with durable and versatile 
equipment and materials that are not just scalable, but 
also facilitate easy designing and most importantly, in 
addition to allowing quicker set-up and tear-down. From 
modular staging options with portable platforms and 
stage extensions to mobile stages built on retractable 
casters with custom rolling … 

Learnings & Unlearnings
While service providers have had to get used to the 
new event norms that have come into effect since 2020 
– Vicky, Mankaran, Manish and Sanndeeip explain that 
this phase has ushered in a wave of change in realigning 
business ideologies and goals as well.

Vicky explains how this period of time has inspired him 
to approach the business with a renewed perspective, 
as he shares, “I’m thankful that our company managed 
to accumulate a fair bit of savings over the past 5 years 
thanks to the sheer volume and quality of work that 
we commissioned. This really helped us tide over the 
storm until now. Through this period of time though, I’ve 
learnt to be more mindful about not just my investments 
and savings, but also about how I approach of key 
aspects of the business like warehousing and inventory 
management. Perhaps most crucially, I have realized 
the importance of building a strong team of dedicated 
personnel who appreciate the company’s contribution 
towards their professional growth and reciprocate it with 
due respect and loyalty.”

The biggest takeaway from this pandemic is learning the hard lesson of 
not putting all your eggs into one basket

On the other hand, Mankaran emphasizes the need for 
business owners to be more mindful of diversifying their 
investments into multiple portfolios for better longevity; 
as he shares, “The biggest takeaway from this pandemic 
is learning the hard lesson of not putting all your eggs 
into one basket. As the concert business has come to 
a standstill, we have diverted our focus onto weddings, 
as these were the only form of live events that have 
been allowed to function, albeit at smaller scales and 
with smaller guest lists. To better serve the segment, we 
have invested in props, draping and platforming systems 
that can be reused for multiple projects. Apart from this 
we have also diversified in to other businesses such as 
COVID compliance, disinfection and sterilization of film 
shooting sets for some of the largest production houses 
in India such as Netflix, Madras Talkies, Endemol, 
Asianet and Reliance”.

While on the topic of diversification – Manish affirms 
that his company hasn’t really focused too much on 
branching out into other verticals or trying to tap other 

Tamil Nadu Political Rally featuring trusses and stages
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The need for deliberate and thoughtful training in matters 
related to health and safety has been noted as another 
key point that’s vital to the staging and infrastructure 
vertical’s coming of age; as Mankaran explains “A lot 
of companies have developed a culture of being over 
dependant on manpower on account of having heavily 
invested in heavy and cumbersome legacy systems 
and hence being reluctant to invest in new, safe and 
engineered systems” as he points toward the need for 
companies to keep themselves and their teams abreast 
of the global trends in health and safety protocols as well 
as the products and technologies to efficiently achieve 
them.

This is further reinforced by Manish and Sandeep, who 
champion the need for companies in non-metropolitan 
cities and rural areas to ensure that their workforce of 
technicians and manpower are adequately trained in 
the core basics of the trade, as they infer, “Even though 
there’s a tonne of service providers in the market, the 
fact of the matter is that there’s a distinct lack of certified 
technicians and trained manpower who are fully aware of 
all the safety regulations in erecting trussing structures. 
Basics like keeping in view of the span(s), understanding 
a trussing section’s load bearing factor, accounting for 
wind speeds and direction of wind flow while setting 
up outdoor – companies need to invest into organizing 
detailed training modules for their team members that 
delve into such topics. Only then will we notice an overall 
advancement in our respective businesses, and this will 
eventually lead to a paradigm shift in the quality of the 
events produced here!”

The importance of written contracts with clearly stated terms and con-
ditions of payment and service

On a more personal note, Sanndeeip asserts that the 
highlight of this phase has been the validation of best 
business practices that his company has followed since 
the past several years, as he shares, “I believe if there’s 
one thing that our industry should’ve learnt from these 
past 18 months – it is the importance of working in an 

avenues of income, but rather transforming his existing 
business framework, as he clarifies; “We’ve spent this 
time transforming our behind-the-scenes processes. 
This included moving to a new warehousing facility 
that’s more cost-effective, streamlining our warehousing 
and equipment log softwares, ensuring all relevant 
insurances are in order, and yes, organizing in-depth 
training seminars for our team members on everything 
relevant to technology and technique. We done all of 
this with the intention to further streamline our workflows 
and enhance the overall efficiency at an employee level 
as well as a process level, so that the business runs 
smoothly once work starts picking up.”

organized manner – with written contracts and clearly 
stated terms & conditions of payment and service. Our 
company was among the first few in the country to 
insist on having written contracts while working with our 
clients, while a vast majority of our peers chose to work 
without any clear documentation or processes in place. 
The thing is, those service providers have had to pay 
the price for their poor business decisions during this 
phase in particular, as most of their clients have blatantly 
refused to pay their dues. To make matters worse, they 
cannot even seek legal recourse to recover the money 
(that is rightfully theirs!) simply because of a blaring lack 
of documented proof. I truly hope this period has been 
the eye-opener that our industry needed; so that we may 
all unlearn old and flawed methodologies of business 
and align our respective company goals with structured 
workflows and processes that can secure us from any 
untoward situations in the future.”

> Have diversified expertise in different 
types of events in order to take advantage of 
opportunities.

> Build a strong team of dedicated professionals 
by contributing to their professional growth and 
they will reciprocate when times are difficult.

> Invest in quality inventories that are durable, 
versatile and scalable to maximise ROI.

> Put in more effort to have proper contracts 
with clear terms so as to be able to settle any 
disputes.

> Train, train, train your crew. A knowledgeable 
crew equates to productivity and quality work.

KEY TAKE-AWAYS
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Cooktown & Cape York Expo 2021 Showcases Beauty Rich and Rare
AGB Events digital artists used modern animation techniques to reinterpret 250-year-old artworks

A highlight for visitors to Queensland’s Cooktown & 
Cape York Expo 2021 was Beauty Rich and Rare. 
The spectacular was shown as part of the Expo’s 
intensive programme of festival talks, panels, music, 
live performance, business events and reconciliation 
ceremonies taking place in from 11 June to 20 June 
2021. 
Beauty Rich and Rare was originally commissioned 
by the National Library of Australia and created and 
produced by AGB Events. 
Anthony Bastic, CEO and Creative Director of Sydney-
based AGB Events, is a passionate story-teller, and has 
established a gifted creative and technical team that 
has amassed substantial experience in using digital 
technology to curate, devise and deliver visual stories 
that connect and unite people, creating experiences 
– events, festivals, public celebrations and more - that 
are extraordinary, unique and innovative, transforming 
history and culture into meaningful and memorable 
audience experiences.These have included Cairns 
Festival, ‘Halo’ in Townsville, ‘Parrtjima: A Festival in 
Light’ in Alice Springs, the iconic Vivid Sydney festival of 
light and Sydney’s Lights of Christmas, as well as events 
and experiences throughout the Middle East, North 
America, Europe and Asia. 

Beauty Rich and Rare is an immersive 15 minute sound 
and light experience illuminating the natural beauty 
of Australia by recreating the wonder experienced 

LIVE

by Joseph Banks and the botanists, scientists, and 
illustrators who travelled with him on the HMB Endeavour 
voyage from England to Australia in 1770.It was a 
voyage that changed history. 

“For Beauty, Rich and Rare, our digital artists used 
modern animation techniques to reinterpret 250-year-old 
artworks,” explains Anthony. “Beauty, Rich and Rare is 
shown in a darkened room, with its captivating images 
delivered to a five-panel LED screen measuring 20 
metres long by 2.5 metres tall. The screens are arranged 
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in a semi-circle, filling the viewer’s field of view to create 
a wholly immersive experience.”

Beauty Rich and Rare combines hand-painted images 
with other digitally drawn images to create a virtual world 
and 3D digital animation. Banks and his fellows made 
743 illustrations of plants and other specimens on their 
journey. 

On his return to England, Banks had the sketches 
made by his team of naturalists turned into copperplate 
engravings. These engravings included every detail 
recorded by the botanical illustrators. Thanks to a 
dispute over copyright, the plates were left untouched in 
the Smithsonian Museum of Natural History for over two 
hundred years. In 1979, work to bring the plates to life 
and produce colour images of the incredible sketches 
was begun. This would culminate in the Florilegium, 
published in 34 parts between 1980 and 1990 and a 
selection of plates was published in 2018.

Beauty Rich and Rare was presented at the National 
Library of Australia, the Smithsonian Museum of Natural 
History in 2020 and Townsville & Cooktown in 2021.

‘Beauty Rich and Rare at Smithsonian, Photo credit: 
Embassy of Australia’.

AGB Events
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AUSTRALIA

Amy Shark Tours Australia with Chameleon
Lighting Designer Tim Beeston had to create a show that looked BIG on a budget

Multi ARIA award-winning, singer-songwriter Amy 
Shark’s Cry Forever national tour kicked off in Newcastle, 
Australia, in July and is one of the first arena tours 
nationally since the COVID-19 pandemic.
 
The tour is the Gold Coast local’s most ambitious live 
undertaking yet in some of the largest venues Australia 
has to offer and it was down to the lighting designer Tim 
Beeston to create a show that looked BIG on a budget. 
Added to that, Tim had a very short lead up time to 
create something amazing.

“All of the design tricks had to be deployed and our 
suppliers delivered a high amount of value for a carefully 
balanced expenditure,” he laughed. “What we did use, I 
feel we used pretty well. The show had no content-driven 
video element which always makes an arena-size show 
more demanding to design.”

Chameleon Touring Systems supplied the eclectic rig of 
Robe, Martin, GLP, Chauvet and Portman fixtures with 
Tim commenting that the design was essentially created 
around the Robe BMFL WashBeam of which he had 
fifteen.

“They’re the first truly multi-functional, bi-functional light 
that I have used,” he said. “The animator, air effect 
gobos and wide or narrow beam dispersion make them 
a great tool. With the budget in mind, instead of twenty 

spots and twenty washes, I engaged with fifteen BMFL 
WashBeams. Plus the 40000 lumens they deliver means 
you can carry through into deeply saturated colours and 
not lose out in brightness.

“I also had thirty Robe MegaPointes that have beautiful 
prism effects. Again, as a hybrid, you can blow it out into 
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a spot add two gobos and a prism and the intensity is all 
still there. Slightly saturate the colour and it all punches 
through, pull it back into a beam and you get a crisp, 
sharp beam with a wide-body coming off the larger front 
lens.”

Upstage is five Kinesys pods each holding four Chauvet 
Aw Nexus 7x7 that have been used on previous designs 
and were an important element to carry through to this 
tour. During the show, they move to six different positions 
with four songs featuring automation in the chorus 
builds. Obviously, in her hit song Everybody Rise, they 
do just that! Also on each of the pods were five Robe 
MegaPoints, three GLP JDC-1 fixtures and topped with 
four Sunstrips.

Mid-stage is the Amy Shark sign that was central to 
the show and was constructed by Thomas Creative. It 
comprised of a 24-volt RGBW LED neon on black ACM 
with a mill-finished aluminium surround on which there 
are diffusers to diffuse the light. The size had to suit all 
venues and it also had to be festival-friendly for in the 
future.

Downstage is two flown chevron-shaped trusses with the 
one closest to the stage housing Sunstrip Actives and 
ten Robe MegaPointes for some dappling onstage and 
top fill. The other is also lined with Sunstrips and houses 
eight Robe BMFL Blades for all of the pickups done with 
framing to avoid stage pollution.

Eight Martin MAC Viper Profiles were used as edge-wrap 
for Amy on stage left and right from where they could 
give her a back-edge for all of the Instagram photos 
every show produces.

“On phone cameras, you need enough light to capture 
what they’re trying to shoot whilst not over-exposing her,” 
added Tim. “It’s become an important part of lighting 
design nowadays as every show is immediately posted 
on Instagram. It’s tricky to do well and still deliver a great 
entertainment lighting show.”

On the floor, upstage is eight Robe BMFL Spots for a 
big, punchy upstage push whilst 22 Robe Spikie are 
located around the front fascias of the three risers filling 
the gap between Amy and her band.

“It’s the first time I’ve deployed Spikies in an arena and 
I was concerned that they might not be bright enough,” 
commented Tim. “However they turned out to be the 
perfect fixture for when you do an audience hit zooming 
right out to a nice soft source, they are a great little light.”
Successfully filling the void created by having no video 
element were the moving pods and also a line of 24 
Martin Sceptron towers, of varying heights, stretching 
across the stage behind the band with each tower 
topped by a Portman P3 and half of them also housing a 
GLP JDC-1.
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“In a very abstract way, it’s meant to be shark fins,” 
clarified Tim. “Normally I’d top each tower with a duet or 
molefay but with the Portman P3s, you can run them to 
full brightness pointing at the audience without hurting 
their eyeballs! It’s bright but soft at the same time.”
Tim also describes the 44 Sunstrip Actives as bright yet 
gentle and although they have been around for years, 
sometimes the old things just work best! He added that 
a strip of four uses 40 channels and you can run some 
nice looking effects through.

This was the first Amy Shark tour where control moved 
to MA Lighting grandMA2; a full-size console and three 
NPUs.

“I have been using an MA2 for the past six months 
whilst working on the movie Thor so switching from the 
Chamsys wasn’t a problem,” said Tim. “It’s great to 
timecode on and makes festival life easy as everyone 
has MA2s or MA3s. For the Sceptrons, I’m using Madrix 
with Madrix to the Martin P3 controller, pixel-mapped in 
DMX mode resulting in 60 universes of DMX control for 
the Sceptron. I think the Volumetric Effects Generator 
in Madrix provides higher-quality lighting effects for 
something like Sceptron than having to create custom 
content for each song that would need to be sent via DVI 
out of VJ software. For me, it makes it more of a light than 
a video element.”

Four Robe BMFL Spots with two RoboSpot control 
systems were used for followspots.

“The creative direction from the client stated that they 
don’t like the FOH spot look and to be honest, neither 
do I,” said Tim. “What you end up doing is flattening 
out your subject and losing all definition. With the 
RoboSpots, I was able to light Amy properly and I 
enjoyed using them. Lewis Gersbach from Chameleon 
did a great job with the tennis balls getting the stage 
position correct. Being able to plot two fixtures to one 
controller gave great flexibility.”

Effects were a couple of JEM ZR44 foggers and two 
MDG theOne with Tim amazed at how quickly the venue 
could fill with fog.

Tim commented that the Chameleon crew comprising 
of Lewis Gersbach, Levi Boes, Graham Walker, David 
Goldstein and Andrew ‘SOS’ Ritchie did an outstanding 
job with a tricky build from a demanding designer.
“It’s easy to draw lots of lights on a piece of paper but 
you need skilled professionals to translate completely 
your vision into reality and I received a great service 
with a high-end delivery from Chameleon,” said the 
demanding designer.

Chameleon Touring
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NEW ZEALAND

Huge Robe Rig for Amazing Six60 Gig at Eden Park Stadium
Lighting Designer Ben Dalgleish designs an incendiary, high impact lighting show

Award-winning New Zealand band Six60 became the 
first ever to play Auckland’s Eden Park stadium … 
an incredible landmark show in front of 50,000 wildly 
enthusiastic fans which – we can safely say – was the 
only stadium music concert in the world with a live 
audience at that time! 

Show and lighting designer Ben Dalgleish from Human 
Person designed an incendiary, high impact lighting 
show fitting for the occasion – utilizing over 200 Robe 
moving lights – helping to create a spectacular and 
stand-out event that was also televised live. It was a 
huge deal for any New Zealand band to play this venue 
and especially during a pandemic! 

Six60 hit the road with a dynamic new show back 
in January, one of a handful of lucky artists in the 
world able to do so at the time, and the Eden Park 
performance was the culmination of that tour.
The pressure was on to create a production design – 
which included over 550 metres of LED screen – in just 
five weeks from the show being confirmed to the gates 
opening to allow fans onto the hallowed turf of New 
Zealand’s biggest sports stadium! Production manager 

Leon Dalton did a “fantastic” job of pulling everything 
together in this timeframe,” observed Ben. 

Ben, working with visual designer Ian Valentine, his 
partner in Human Person, was delighted to have this 
mega canvas on which to work, and set about filling 
the venue with light sources including the Robe fixtures 
which were supplied by rental company Spot-light 
Systems.

In order to fill New Zealand’s largest stadium, Ben 
needed a large number of high output fixtures, so the 
lighting plot included 97 Robe BMFLs, a mix of Spots 
and Blades, which were dotted all over the trusses 
above stage, along with a row of 36 across the stage 
deck. 

A further eight BMFL Blades were rigged on the two 
delay towers running on a remote tracking followspot 
system.

Joining the BMFLs on the rig were 28 x Tarrantulas, 
Robe’s most powerful LED wash light – five of which 
were positioned along each of six finger trusses located 
above the performance area in upstage / downstage 
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orientation. Each finger truss was also rigged with two 
MegaPointes. These fingers were all on an automation 
system and moved constantly throughout the show into 
different positions.

Another four Tarrantulas per side were used for low-level 
side lighting. These fixtures are a particular favourite of 
Ben’s for their intensity and colours, and he had also 
used them on recent New Zealand summer tours for 
bands like Crowded House and Netsky.

The Robe count was further boosted by 75 x LEDBeam 
100s which were deployed on five automated lighting 
pods that moved extensively throughout the show 
helping to create fluid kinetic effects and looks. 

Over 50 automation cues in the show facilitated a diverse 
range of looks, from dramatic changes in the stage 
architecture to radical moving looks during some songs. 

“The goal of the pods was to recreate a bit of old school 
club flash-and-trash for a specific segment of the set,” 
explained Ben with a smile, “I basically wanted to have 
a contemporary interpretation of one of those classic 
enormous 1980s PAR Can rigs”. 

The intensity and the range of effects possible with the 
tiny LEDBeam 100s hit the spot, and they worked hard 
throughout the gig! 

Twenty-four MegaPointes on the front truss were used for 
audience lighting and aerial beam FX, chosen for their 

versatility and the sheer range of looks that could be 
created. 

The show was recorded as a PPV stream available 
worldwide and televised live across all the Pacific Island 
national TV channels, so everything was lit meticulously 
for both live audience and the cameras. An estimated 1 
million people tuned in to watch live via the live stream 
and TV broadcast.

The Six60 performance featured several special guest 
slots including a 60-person kapa haka performance, 
24 dancers and a large military band – as well as 
appearances by Drax Project and Niko Walters; all 
additional elements needing to be beautifully and 
effectively lit. 

Inclement weather prevented a full-dress rehearsal, 
so while Ben, Ian and their team had one take to get it 
right-on-the-night, they were fortunate enough to have 
been able to achieve a serious amount of blocking and 
groundwork during pre-vis. 

A grandMA2 system was used for lighting control with 
Ben programming and operating alongside programmer 
Jade Fraser. Video was running on a d3 system, 
operated by Evan Dilworth. Notch designer Ryan 
Sheppard worked remotely from his base in Toronto, 
Canada, dialing in looks last minute as the set list was 
updated. 

LIVE
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LIVE

For this show and the tour that preceded it, video 
content designed by Human Person was developed in 
close conjunction with the band. Animation designer Ian 
Valentine incorporated a large amount of UV mapping 
into the show, allowing the IMAG camera feed to be 
embedded into the visuals in a unique way.

The 13-camera director for the live show was Wendy 
A’bear who expertly handled the different mapping 
configurations, sometimes even cutting a 4ME mix, and 
the live stream was directed by Matt Clode. 

Ben, a native New Zealander who is now based in Los 
Angeles, was back in New Zealand for last summer 
working on a steady stream of projects. He has been 
using Robe fixtures in his work for some time, and 
especially since in 2018 when he discovered the many 
advantages of the little Spikie! 

He feels exceptionally fortunate to have had the 
opportunity to be in New Zealand for this period and 
expressed mixed emotions about working on the gig, 
knowing that it was the only place at the time where 
a stadium gig was even possible! With that in mind, 
they employed the services of as many other talented 
programmers, designers and animators around the world 
to work on the show.

Ben is also the first to heap praise on the crew from 
Spot-light Systems which included crew chief Gavin 
Philpot and account rep Alex Oldham, who emptied out 

the warehouse, literally, providing pretty much every light 
in their inventory for this special one-off. 

Also on the lighting crew were Scott Wickham, Tim 
Mason, Nat Turner, Brian Mahoney, Ben Cooper, Mike 
Bowerman, Nathaniel Gaudin and Brad Gledhill, the 
Follow-Me systems tech was Jason Steel, with Steve 
Hedges directing the automation.

Head rigger was Raymond Hodge, and the show and 
tour production manager was Leon Dalton from Global 
Production Partners.

Photo Credit: Matt Clode

ROBE Lighting
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FOR ENQUIRIES OR TO LIST 
YOUR USED EQUIPMENT 
CONTACT 10K USED GEAR ASIA 
CONTACT
BASED IN SINGAPORE: 
MANOJ CHAMANLAL  
manoj.chamanlal@10kused.com

Green Hippo Boreal+
€22,665.00
For sale used Green Hippo Boreal+ 
(4 inputs/4 outputs SDI) Media 
Servers in very good condition. 2 in 
stock.

Enquire

L-Acoustics KIVA
€1,110.00
For sale used L-Acoustics KIVA 
ultra-compact and lightweight 
modular line source in good 
condition. Price is per piece. 8 in 
stock. 3 months warranty.

Enquire

Barco E2
€32,925.00
For sale used Barco E2 screen 
management systems in very good 
condition. Price shown is per piece. 
Comes with 2 x Power cables. 4 in 
stock.

Enquire

Enquire

Robert Juliat Cyrano 2500HMI
€6,000.00
For sale used Robert Juliat Cyrano 
2500HMI Followspot Lighting 
Fixtures in very good condition. Price 
shown is per piece and includes 
flightcase. 3 in stock.

Enquire

Meyer Sound MINA
€1,170.00
For sale used Meyer Sound MINA 
Loudspeakers in excellent condition 
and price is per piece. 8 in stock.

Enquire

MARKET PLACE

Enquire

MA Lighting GrandMA3 Light
€31,470.00
For sale used MA Lighting 
GrandMA3 Light Lighting Console in 
excellent condition. Comes in single 
flightcase.

PRICE MIGHT DIFFER 
AT WEBSITE DUE TO 
DYNAMIC PRICING 

MECHANISM

10K fEEbEE LED RGBACL Engine
€ 830.00
10K fEEbEE LED RGBACL Engine: 
Retrofit into original ETC Source 
4 luminaire. Protocols: DMX/RDM 
. 5-pin XLR  in/out. PowerCon 
connection. Coloured RGBACL. 
Min CRI 98 3200K S4 19˚6m 2822 
Lux 1.8m dia; Min CRI 98 5200K S4 
19˚6m 2822 Lux 1.8m dia.

Unilumin UTV-P 2.5mm
€1,235.00
For sale ex-demo Unilumin UTV-P 
2.5mm Intelligent Advertising 
Posters. Price shown is per piece 
and comes in single flightcase.

Robe Robin LEDWash 1200
€995.00
For sale used Robe Robin LEDWash 
1200 Lighting Fixtures that are in 
good condition. Price shown is per 
single fixture. 9 in stock.

Enquire

Shure UR4D K4E Set
€2,500.00
For sale a used Shure UR4D K4E 
Dual Receiver Set. All in good 
condition. 

Enquire

Enquire

http://www.e-techasia.com
mailto:manoj.chamanlal@10kused.com
https://www.10knew.com/product/10k-led-rgbacl-engine/
https://www.10kused.com/product/shure-ur4d-k4e-set-llvz-29133/?mc_cid=27edd7815e&mc_eid=3de20e9c29
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